FFMK: A FAST AND FAULT-TOLERANT MICROKERNEL-BASED SYSTEM FOR EXASCALE COMPUTING

Phase 1 Results: Summary
- First L4-based prototype
- Several source-compatible MPI applications ported
- Tested on small island of real HPC cluster
- Gossip scalability and resilience modeled, simulated, and measured
- Erasure-coded in-memory checkpoints with XtreemFS, tested on Cray XC40
- 2 SPPEXA Workshops

Phase 2 (2016 – 2017)

FFMK System Architecture
- L4 microkernel on every node
- Programming paradigms provided as library-based runtimes
- Performance-critical parts of MPI, InfiniBand, and checkpointing run directly on L4
- Non-critical support functionality reuses Linux (e.g., XtreemFS MRC-OSD, MPI startup-control)
- Gossip algorithms disseminate info for platform management
- Linux compatibility via virtualization
- Optional application hints can improve decision making
- GROMEX, COSMO-SPECS+FD4, CP2K, benchmarks, mini apps, ...

Second L4-based Prototype: Decoupled Execution
- Avoids operating system noise by sidestepping Linux
- HPC Applications are ordinary Linux processes, but its threads moved to compute core controlled by L4
- Communication via InfiniBand via direct hardware access
- Linux System calls: Move thread back into Linux, handle operation on service core, return to compute core
- L4 system calls: faster scheduling, threads, memory, ...

Dynamic Platform Management
- Consider CPU cycles, memory bandwidth, and other resources
- Classification based on memory load (“memory dwarfs”) to optimize scheduling and placement
- Prediction of resource usage using hardware counters and application-level hints (e.g., number of particles, time steps)

Fault Tolerance
- Application interfaces to optimize or avoid CAI (e.g., hints on when to checkpoint, ability to recover from node loss)
- Node-level fault tolerance: Multiple Linux instances, micro-rebooting, proactive migration away from failing nodes
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